ABSTRACT Past Zeeman analyses of spectra of cool stars have involved the comparison of observed Zeeman-broadened line profiles with synthetic profiles computed assuming a simple, one-component atmosphere, thus ignoring the several components seen in the solar atmospheres. Here we apply a physical line-transfer analysis to the more realistic situation in which the magnetic component of the stellar atmosphere is not identical to the nonmagnetic component. For the first time flux tubes are explicitly considered in detail in the determination of stellar magnetic fields. We assess the possible systematic errors incurred in the usual one-component analyses, by synthesizing profiles emitted from a two-component atmosphere and treating these as "observations" to be analyzed with a single (quiet) atmosphere. The magnetic flux tube and starspot models are based on current solar models. We also assess the possible systematic errors due to the presence of magnetic field gradients and those due to spectral mistyping (caused perhaps by strong magnetic activity). We conclude that substantial effects are possible which render the results of one-component analyses somewhat uncertain, with systematic errors potentially as great as 40% in the derived magnetic flux. However, it appears that two-component models consisting of quiet and flux tube regions may be oversimplified, since the predicted line profiles tend to be shallower than those observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic fields play an important but poorly understood role in the physics of the surfaces of cool main-sequence stars. The measurement of these fields is generally pursued by fitting observed Zeeman-sensitive profiles with synthesized line profiles in which the magnetic field is a free parameter (e.g., Marcy 1984; Gray 1984; Basri and Marcy 1988, hereafter Paper I) . Ideally, the profile synthesis should treat the line transfer for a realistic stratified atmosphere, including treatment of the polarization caused by the Zeeman effect in the absorption line. In our previous work (Paper I; Marcy and Basri 1989 , hereafter Paper II), we implemented such an LTE line transfer calculation of the Zeeman effect and employed a scaled solar atmosphere to synthesize Zeeman-broadened line profiles for G and K main-sequence stars. The results to date for a dozen G and K dwarfs show that field strengths are typically 1000-1600 G, and the surface filling factors are as high as 30%. Further, the magnetic fields correlate positively with both chromospheric emission and with rotation as expected (see, Hartmann and Noyes 1987; Schrijver et al 1989) .
Previously concerns have been raised about the approximations employed in analytic or semi-analytic methods (Hartmann 1987; . Although Paper I addresses most of these, one wonders whether sizable systematic errors in the magnetic field measurements may result from a poor knowledge of the temperature and density structure of the stellar atmosphere. This is probably not a significant difficulty for the nonmagnetic regions of a stellar photosphere which are adequately represented by a scaled solar model, as evidenced by the excellent match of synthesized line profiles in inactive stars 1 Astronomy Department, University of California, Berkeley. 2 Department of Physics and Astronomy, San Francisco State University.
to observations (e.g., Gray 1976 ). The magnetic regions may have a different depth structure, however, thereby altering the line transfer where the Zeeman effect is produced. A preliminary analysis of possible effects has been discussed by Sun, Giampapa, and Worden (1987) and . No Zeeman analysis to date has accounted explicity for the multicomponent nature of cool stars, although this could be quite important in principle. Suppose, for example, that the absorption line under consideration is actually weaker in magnetic regions than that computed, but the continuum remains the same. The contribution to the total line depth will be greater from those regions in the computation than it should be and one might deduce an erroneously small filling factor. On the other hand, if the continuum in magnetic regions is actually brighter, it can contribute extra weight to the total profile and the deduced filling factor could be too large.
It is virtually certain that the kiloGauss regions on cool stars are structurally different from the quiet photosphere. Differences will result both from the pressure provided by the fields (comparable to the gas pressure) and from the acoustic and MHD wave dissipation of mechanical energy which will be modulated by fields. Indirect empirical evidence on the structure of magnetic regions on stars may be derived from analysis of chromospheric lines (Linsky 1980) which shows that the (average) temperature minimum in active stars occurs at greater densities and temperatures than in comparable inactive stars. The fact that these effects have been observed to increase with the stellar rotation implicates a magnetic dynamo as a contributing factor. However, to our knowledge no atmospheric model exists for isolated stellar magnetic regions. Even for the Sun, the understanding of the structure of magnetic "flux tubes" is hampered by the lack of spatially resolved spectroscopic observations (see Solanki 1987) .
Our intention in this paper is to implement a physically 650 651 reasonable two-component stellar atmosphere to estimate its relevance to the measurement of magnetic fields. The problem is unfortunately circular. One needs accurate knowledge of the atmosphere to calculate the line transfer and thereby deduce the magnetic field from observed Zeeman broadening. On the other hand the detailed structure of such an atmosphere is clearly dependent on the unknown strength and spatial scale of the fields. Thus, we will depend heavily on the depth structure (albeit uncertain) of solar flux tubes in synthesizing Zeeman broadening from magnetic stars. In particular, it is well known that the solar active regions are dotted with " bright points " (although they are not usually directly visible as such), characterized by enhanced continuum emission, kiloGauss magnetic fields, and a spatial scale of order 100 km (e.g., Muller 1985) . These points are probably the locations of nearly vertical magnetic flux tubes (Tarbell and Title 1977; Schüssler 1986 ) which, along with sunspots and pores, represent the dominant manifestations of strong fields on the solar surface.
The regions which produce the observed Zeeman broadening on cool stars may be more like bright points than like spots. This guess rests both on the knowledge that spots are much fainter than quiet photospheres and hence would contribute little to the stellar profiles, and on the results of Mathys and Solanki (1989) who find a positive correlation between Zeeman broadening and increased excitation potential for lines in e Eri. There is also evidence that stars of small to moderate activity are brighter when the Ca n emission is higher (but the sense of this reverses in very active stars, possibly indicating a preponderance of spots). If stellar magnetic regions are composed of solar-like flux tubes, it is amazing to find surface filling factors of ~ 30% on active stars. Flux tubes on such stars could not be individually isolated physically, would be subject to magnetic reconnection, and would strongly affect the nonmagnetic part of the atmosphere. Thus construction of a reliable two-component stellar atmosphere is currently impossible, and it may be that a minimum of three components would be needed in any case. Our intention here is only to use solar flux tubes as a model for stellar magnetic regions to permit preliminary assessment of the direction and approximate magnitude of the errors in one-component magnetic measurements.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II contains a description of what is known about flux tubes on the Sun that is relevant to the stellar problem. This is to motivate the models described and used in § III. Several (one-component) Zeeman analyses of synthetic profiles that were generated from the two-component atmospheres containing flux tubes or spots are performed, with an accompanying assessment of the errors resulting from the simplified analysis. In § IV other systematic problems are also considered, including the effect of vertical field gradients, and the potential for spectral mistyping due to stellar activity with its resulting effect on the Zeeman analysis. Section V contains a discussion of the systematic errors that are currently present in stellar Zeeman analyses, and some speculations about the form strongly magnetic atmospheres may actually take.
II. SOLAR FLUX TUBES
Before attempting to understand how the difference between the atmosphere inside magnetic flux tubes and outside them might affect the usual one-component stellar Zeeman analysis, it is worthwhile reviewing what is known about solar flux tubes from a stellar perspective. A recent excellent review from the solar perspective has been presented by Stenflo (1989) . That the magnetic field on the Sun is concentrated into very small (unresolved: Ramsey, Schoolman, and Title 1977) spatial regions with typical field strengths between 1-2 kG is widely accepted. The average field on the Sun is only a few Gauss, and at most a few hundred Gauss in active regions, yet detailed Stokes analysis of solar profiles leaves no doubt that typical field strengths are larger than 1 kG (e.g., Stenflo 1973; Tarbell and Title 1977; Solanki and Stenflo 1984) . These flux tubes must therefore be rather thin (because they are unresolved) and upright (because of buoyancy, hence our usual assumption of a radial orientation) concentrations of magnetic field which hold almost all the field present at the solar surface outside sunspots.
The field strengths imply substantial magnetic pressure at the level of the photosphere, which means the gas pressure (and density) inside the tube must be lower than in the quiet atmospheres. If the tube diameters are less than 70 km or so, they are "thin tubes" which are optically thin in the horizontal direction at continuum optical depth unity (defined vertically in the quiet atmosphere, unless otherwise specified). In this case the vertical temperature structure inside the tube will be nearly the same as the ambient atmosphere geometrically (Ferrari et al 1985) . Because of the lower density inside the tube, the point at which the vertical optical depth is unity inside the tube will be geometrically farther down and therefore hotter, so the tube should look bright in the continuum at disk center.
There are many further complications. If the tube diameter is larger, the horizontal structure becomes important because the tube interacts thermally with the ambient medium. Since the optical depth at a given geometrical depth is smaller inside the tube, the tube acts like an escape channel for radiation and can lower the adjacent ambient temperatures in the deep quiet photosphere. At even greater optical depths, there is still a horizontal gradient due to the vertical radiative gradient inside the tube and the convective gradient outside it. At the same time, it is likely that the presence of the tubes will alter the convective transport of energy below the quiet radiative layer. Certainly convection will be suppressed inside the tube. The observation that the chromospheric network tends to occur at the boundaries of supergranule cells suggests that convection tends to sweep the flux tubes to the the downflowing borders of convective cells. Indeed, it may well be the action of convection that gives rise to the basic tube morphology. There is evidence for increased down flows associated with tubes, but the flows are not inside the tubes (Grossmann-Doerth, Schüssler, and . There may well be enhanced vorticity as well, so the tube might be the quiet core of a kind of downflowing " tornado " which helps stabilize it (Schüssler 1984) .
Models of tubes that include energy exchange with the surroundings (e.g., Deinzer et al 1984) suggest that a tube evacuated by a factor of 2 will look like a bright ring with 170 km diameter around a relatively darker center and surrounded by a ring in the nonmagnetic region with diameter nearly 800 km that is darker than the surrounding photosphere. The magnetic field in this tube at continuum optical depth unity is 2000 G, but that measured in absorption lines 10 times more opaque would be 1400 G. Optical depth unity in the tube occurs 130 km below that in the ambient atmosphere (the "Wilson depression ). Away from disk center one then sees the walls of the tube at subphotospheric layers; the walls will look bright unless this " hot wall " effect is reduced too much because the radiation leak through the tube has a substantial effect on the ambient atmosphere. The actual appearance will depend on BASRI, MARCY, AND VALENTI Vol. 360 the two-dimensional temperature structure, the tube-filling factor, and the view angle. Semi-empirical models of flux tubes (Solanki 1986) or active regions (Walton 1987) further imply that nonradiative heating occurs in the upper part of the tubes (the " hot cloud " model), raising the temperatures both above and below the temperature minimum compared to the quiet atmosphere. Both line strength and center-to-limb studies support this scenario of upper tube heating. Assuming that active stars can have magnetic filling factors (~30%) that are far higher than those found on the Sun, one wonders how the flux profiles averaged over the entire disk will finally appear. This question is faced in miniature by the solar astronomers, who are largely unable to resolve tubes themselves. A simple two-component model with flux tubes and unperturbed quiet atmosphere (represented by the HSRA, for example), almost always implies that the flux tubes should appear as bright points in the continuum because of evacuation in the tubes. Bright points are indeed observed on the Sun, but they are probably newly emerging or activated flux tubes, and certainly do not occur in sufficient number to account for the solar magnetic flux. Schiissler and Solanki (1988) have presented a method for determining the continuum intensity within the actual magnetic elements, and find it is at least 1.4 times the quiet value. They note that this should cause filling factors to be overestimated in stellar measurements because the bright continuum spuriously enhances the filling factor. In addition to that, we consider the atmospheric effects on the formation of the lines.
Contrary to what a simple two-component model predicts, solar active regions are observed to be almost invisible in the continuum at disk center. They have contrasts of 1% or less (meaning the continuum intensity in the active region is within a percent of the quiet intensity). Models which include a surrounding dark ring resolve the apparent conflict between observations and the Schiissler and Solanki result; the implication is that one requires at least a three-component description of the atmosphere. Implicit averaging of the dark ring component is presumably the reason that active region models (e.g., Walton 1987) match onto quiet models at continuum optical depth unity. It is not known what happens as the spacing between the flux tubes causes these rings to physically merge. It is tempting to suppose that pores and then sunspots are the result of close packing of flux tubes (and indeed very active stars seem to show much more extensive spotting; e.g., the BY Dra and RS CVn stars), but when and to what extent this effect occurs is not known. Solar active regions have flux tube filling factors which lie between 10-20%. When a stellar analysis reports a filling factor of 30% therefore, one is already talking about covering the entire star with solar active regions and then increasing the filling factor another 50% ! What is the relation between the tube interior and exterior atmospheres in such a case? One clue comes from the observations of the correlations between Ca ii and visual-band variations on active stars (Radick et al 1988) . If one uses the emission core of the Ca n H and K lines as a proxy for magnetic fields then it seems that on moderately active stars the net effect is a small brightening of the average atmosphere (positive correlation of small V band variations is observed with Ca n H and K variations), while on very active stars there is net spotting (negative correlation of larger V band variations). Of course, the average stellar continuum cannot suffer too much perturbation on long time scales, since the star must still shed its nuclear luminosity through a surface of given size. This is yet another indication that twocomponent models consisting solely of bright flux tubes and unperturbed quiet atmosphere cannot be a complete description.
Even on the Sun, the situation is still confused. The models of Solanki (1986) and Walton (1987) epitomize the problem while representing among the best efforts in their respective classes. The Solanki model was obtained by analyzing a large number of lines in their Stokes components, done in a way to determine the atmospheric structure only within the magnetic elements. This leaves open, therefore, the question of what the circumtubular atmosphere is like. The Walton models, on the other hand, are based on diagnostics which are spatially averaged over active regions. He extends them above the photosphere as well, by studying the wings of the Ca n H and K lines. Active region models are directly useful in stellar analyses only when the star has the same filling factor as the active regions analyzed. Both models tend to match the quiet atmosphere near unit continuum optical depth, since the observed continuum contrast demands it (but see Schiissler and Solanki 1988) semiempirical models. Both of these models imply heating above the photosphere and its concomitant filling in of photospheric line cores (which serves as one diagnostic for them). There is already some indication (Basri, Wilcots, and Stout 1989) that actual stellar observations, while containing some line weakening in active stars, show far less effect than would be found by covering a star completely with the Walton model, for example.
Finally, one must also realize that the tube diameter (and internal field strength) depends on the external pressure. Tubes will expand and have lower field strengths as the outside pressure is reduced higher in the atmosphere. The tubes, which are quite narrow in the photosphere, flare out dramatically at the temperature minimum and can completely fill the chromosphere with a "magnetic canopy." The filling factor therefore becomes increasingly large compared to its value at continuum optical depth unity as one moves up toward the chromosphere. The extent to which one is looking at tubes or at ambient atmosphere varies with // and t, as does the visibility of the tube floor or tube walls. The measured filling factor and field strength depends on where the diagnostic line is formed. Thus the actual two-or three-dimensional structure of the tube, and its effect on the radiative transfer, can be very complicated. This is a real issue for the solar astronomers, who have yet to work out a complete model, but is a level of complication that is unwarranted for stellar studies due to lack of even a hope of spatial resolution. In principle, when solar flux tubes are fully understood one could try to incorporate these effects in stellar models.
III. MULTICOMPONENT ATMOSPHERES
In view of the current incomplete understanding of magnetic flux tubes (especially on other stars), we used two rather schematic flux tube models and a sunspot model to evaluate the qualitative effect they might have on measurements of Zeeman broadening. The first of these (model A) is a partially evacuated tube with heated upper atmosphere. We use the quiet atmospheric model and reduce the mass column density within the tube by a factor of 2 for the lower part (simulating a "thin tube "), while the upper temperature structure is chosen to be similar to the model of Solanki (1986) , which is a "hót cloud" type model. In order to construct and test this heated flux tube No. 2, 1990 ANALYSIS OF STELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS. III. 653 model we tried to reproduce observations of quiet and active regions by Chapman and Sheeley (1968) and Walton (1987) . These give the contrast in the cores of various iron lines in plages compared with quiet solar regions. We adjusted the temperature gradient in our flux tube model so that it roughly reproduced these observed values; note that this implicitly includes a fraction of quiet Sun since the actual magnetic filling factor in plage is usually assumed to be 10%-25% Walton 1987) . This filling factor is based partly on the measured average field strength compared to the inferred field strength in magnetic structures from a Stokes component observation, and partly from comparing flux tube models with active region observations. It is unclear how much variation among different active regions there is, or how accurate this estimate of filling factor is (given the uncertainties about flux tubes themselves).
Our heated flux tube model is therefore really partly an active region model, but we use it as a flux tube model in the sense that the magnetic field is considered to cover the same fraction of the star as the active atmosphere. The evacuation maps the optical depths to geometrically lower points in the original temperature structure than they correspond to in the quiet atmosphere, so the continuum in this model ends up more than 2 times brighter. There is evidence (see § II) both observationally and theoretically that such a flux tube will cause a change in its surroundings so that the average continuum remains almost unperturbed ; the presence of circumtubular dark rings would reduce the average continuum for the nonmagnetic atmosphere. This has the net effect of making the actual tubes brighter relative to the average exterior atmosphere. Because we are concerned here only with the contrast and not the absolute continuum level, the lack of the third component should not alter the qualitative results. Some atmospheric parameters in the final G star version of the model are listed in Table 1 .
Model B is the Walton (1987) flux tube model PI, which already is constructed to match solar line weakening upon dilution to a filling factor of 10%. This model implicitly accounts for the effect of continuum averaging since it matches the center-to-limb appearance of active regions, and it has the greatest heating in the upper part of the tube that has been proposed. We use it (like model A) as though it represented only the magnetic elements. In reality the actual magnetic elements must have even more extreme line weakening, and their continua are brighter but balanced by surrounding dark rings. These effects mean that the Walton model is milder than actually would be the case for the pure magnetic elements needed to construct it. It is shown below that this model is rather extreme even given this mitigating circumstance. Our two models therefore are intended to span a plausible maximum range of flux tube effects; real flux tubes averaged with their immediate surroundings may lie between these extremes. We show these models in Figure la , along with the BASRI, MARCY, AND VALENTI Vol. 360 quiet case and a " spot " case discussed below. We have considered two spectral types: an early G star like the Sun, and an early K star like € Eri. All K star models are simply versions of the G star models scaled so the effective temperature and gravity are 5070 K and log g = 4.5. We consider the effects of the two-component approach on two spectral lines: A7748 and A8468. The choice of these lines is, of course, motivated by their previous use by ourselves in stellar Zeeman analyses (see Paper I). The procedure is to first produce an "observation" by combining the computed profiles for a given spectral line with a specified ratio between the quiet atmosphere and a flux tube with specified magnetic field strength. The profiles are combined using their actual intensity values, and only afterwards is the composite continuum normalized to unity. The question is whether one can deduce the " right " filling factor and field strength from a one-component approach in which both the magnetic and nonmagnetic parts of the observed profile are assumed to come from a standard (quiet) stellar atmosphere. This is, of course, the implicit assumption that has been made in all cool stellar magnetic analyses to date. The profile from the flux tubes is not the same as from the quiet atmosphere even without magnetic effects (very much shallower in the case of model B), so one gets an observed profile from the two-component star which is different from that in a one-component star. We study what the differences are, and what effect they have on the derived magnetic field and filling factors. The profiles from each model are shown in Figure lb .
We proceed by first calculating "observed" 27748 profiles for each case. We have chosen a field strength of 1250 G covering 30% of the star as the given values for all flux tube studies. We compute the profiles separately from the quiet atmosphere with no field and from a flux tube model including the field, then add the actual surface intensity profiles in the fractional amounts of the areas they cover. Using the composite profile as an "observation," we proceed as in Paper I to derive the needed stellar parameters from it. Of course, we have input values of v sin i, turbulent velocity, and iron abundance in producing this " observation." We retain the given rotational velocity (which is small in any case: 2 km s _ 1 ), but rederive the abundance and turbulent velocity by requiring profiles computed with only our quiet atmosphere to match our " observation " of 27748. By " turbulence " we mean the macroturbulent velocity computed with the radial-tangential method in our disk integration; the microturbulence has essentially been ignored by setting it at a constant 0.8 km s _ 1 throughout the models. If the composite profile is different from the pure quiet profile (which it generally is), this means different values of abundance and turbulence will provide the best fit. While we know them not to be " correct," they correspond to the value that would be derived from real observations when one has no knowledge of the true values. The extent to which they differ from the given values is the first indication of the consequences of ignoring the two-component nature of the atmosphere.
At this juncture, we digress briefly on the line formation problem. Whether the flux tube will make the line shallower, deeper, or unchanged depends on how it changes the run of source function with optical depth (both can change with respect to mass column density). It depends on the shape of the atmospheric temperature gradient, which is generally steep in the lower photosphere and shallow in the upper photosphere. The continuum is always formed in the steep part; weak line cores will also be formed there, while strong line cores will be formed in the shallow gradient.
In a simple evacuated thin flux tube the effect is to cause the continuum to be formed at higher temperatures, further up the steep gradient (assuming the temperature structure itself is the same). If the line core formation moves back a similar amount on the steep gradient the line contrast will change little. If the line core formation was and remains in the shallow gradient, the core will brighten less than the continuum and the line will have a larger contrast, i.e., appear deeper (note that the absolute intensity in both core and continuum are generally higher in the flux tube). If the temperatures in the core forming region are raised by heating more than the continuum temperature rises (or equivalently if the outward temperature gradient becomes shallower), the core will appear shallower. This latter case or an unchanged profile are typically observed. Thus, the actual effect of the flux tube on the residual intensity profile is different for different lines and for different types of flux tube models. a) Effects of Two-Component Models: Flux Tube Model A For model A in the G star the 27748 line required that the abundance be reduced slightly, to 4.1 x 10" 5 instead of the true value of 4.5 x 10" 5 (in units of the ratio of iron to hydrogen abundance). The turbulent velocity did not require modification. The line weakening is generally to be expected since our flux tube model is constructed to agree with plage observations on the Sun, which tend to show shallower cores than quiet Sun. The profile from model A itself is shown in Figure lb , along with the profiles from the other models. We first consider the one-component 28468 line for model A in the G star. The differences between the two-component profile and the best-fit one-component case from each of the magnetic atmospheres are shown in Figure 2a . Both the field strength and filling factor are free parameters in the fitting process (and they are the only ones).
The core intensity could not be matched for any of these trials, and the differences show that the two-component profile is systematically shallower at almost all points. We derive the field strength and filling factor (using the methods of Papers I and II) to be between 1500 and 1750 G, with a filling factor between 27% and 20%. These values of the magnetic parameters yield the best fit when varying the field parameters (we vary the filling factor in steps of 3% and the field strength in increments of 250 G). Note that the correct filling factor provided the best fit when the correct field strength was assumed, but that this solution provided a significantly worse fit of the one-component calculation to the desired two-component profile than other combinations of field strength and filling factor.
Given that no core fit could be obtained for the 28468 line, we considered a " scaling " solution in which we linearly stretch the line depth everywhere in the profile to force a match in the core (model AGs). An excellent fit to the scaled profile is obtained with the correct field strength and slightly high filling factor. A comparison of the results for the various models appears in Table 2 . The fit parameter reported is the rms difference between the observation and the fit over the whole computed profile. These numbers are small because of the good fit in the continuum; they have meaning mostly for relative comparison. Fits with rms residuals less than 0.5% would have been considered excellent in Paper II.
Profile scaling has implicitly been employed by previous investigators who do not perform a physical atmospheric analysis and who scale the line strength arbitrarily to match observations. What we have done here is not equivalent, since ANALYSIS OF STELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS. III. the line shape is derived using a stellar atmospheric analysis including gradients in all variables and LTE radiative transfer. The success of our scaling solution suggests the possibility that using a one-component analysis on a two-component atmosphere might make an absolute profile fit difficult, but the shape changes induced by the magnetic field are partially independent of this problem and can sometimes be recovered. We might hope that this is also true if the model were not a completely accurate representation of the actual atmosphere. Unfortunately, the results for other cases reduce any faith one might place in scaling.
We also list in Table 2 the quantities Bf and B(f) lj2 . The former is related to the unsigned integrated magnetic flux, while the latter combination of parameters is suggested from the analysis of the original simple Robinson analysis (Gray 1984; as the most stable combination in the presence of noise. Although this analysis is superseded by our detailed calculation and the fact that our line is rather strong, some remnant of it is apparently still in operation. Our reason for examining these products is that in fitting a profile, an adjustment in one parameter usually requires an opposite adjustment in the other to retain the overall fit. There is no simple rule for predicting how the two parameters will balance in fitting the profile, since that depends on the details of the radiative transfer. For most cases here, we find that these products are less variable and predicted more accurately by the best fit model than the field strength or filling factors themselves. As will be seen below, B(f) 1/2 was usually superior, although Bf is better for this case.
Model A in the K star required no change in abundance but forced a reduction in the macroturbulent velocity from 3.0 to 2.8 km s" 1 to get a good fit in the 27748 line. The 28468 line was then fitted reasonably well with a field strength of 1000 G and filling factor of 47%. While the values of these parameters are not very close to what they should be (1250 G, 30%), B(f) 1/2 is actually correct. In this case the core was fit reasonably well at the right field strength, but the wings fit better for a lower field (with higher filling factor) and they carry more weight in the rms error. Here it is worth noting that there is a broad minimum in the error plane; the solutions a few hundred Gauss above and below the best fit were almost as good. Thus it is important to consider how sharp the minimum is as well as where it is. Scaling has little effect here, since the core is already closely matched. The filling factor indicated for this K star model is substantially higher than the correct value in the two-component model, as is the magnetic flux. b) Effects of Two-Component Models: Flux Tube Model B Model B in the G star yielded a very weak 27748 line. Despite Walton's care in matching solar lines (most of which are weaker than our diagnostic lines, but he also employed the strong K line wings), it seems likely that the upper part of the model is too hot for either of our diagnostic lines. To match the two-component profile, we had to reduce the abundance by a factor of 2.4, and increase the turbulence of 0.7 km s -1 . These rather large changes reflect the values that would be derived from the "observed" two-component profile when assuming that the star simply had a quiet atmosphere. Using these new values in the computation of the one-component 28468 line led to derived field parameters of between 1800 and 2100 G and between 14% and 17%, with a reasonable overall fit to the two-component profile (see Table 2 ) even given a clear core discrepancy.
Scaling out the core discrepancy made the derived values more reasonable: 1500 G and 20% (with an excellent fit). These imply the correct value for B(f) 1/2 . None of the derived parameters themselves (stellar or magnetic) is very close to the " true " values because the line changes wrought by the model were too extreme. The results of Basri, Wilcots, and Stout (1989) imply that the changes to absorption lines even in stars with extremely high Ca n emission are modest; more in line with those predicted by model A. We are currently checking this explicitly for the lines used here. We therefore did not analyze model B for the K star.
c) Effects of Two-Component Models : Starspots
We now consider the possibility that cool spots may contribute to the Zeeman broadening of observed flux profiles from G and K main-sequence stars. Although considerable information exists regarding characteristics of spots on RS CVn stars and active M dwarfs (e.g., Vogt and Penrod 1983), the evidence BASRI, MARCY, AND VALENTI Vol. 360 for spots on G and K dwarfs consists only of weak (^2%) photometric variability (Radick et al 1987) , resulting in little or no information on spot sizes, spatial distribution, temperature structure, or magnetic field. Thus, to calculate the line transfer in a starspot we will rely on atmospheric models of spots on the Sun and assume that some large fraction of the stellar surface is represented by a sunspot-like atmosphere (Dorren 1987 ). Since such a starspot model is approximate at best, the line transfer calculations serve primarily to indicate the direction and approximate magnitude of flux profile changes to be expected from heavily spotted magnetic stars. We adopt the sunspot model "L" of Maltby et al (1986) which is a semi-empirical LTE umbral atmosphere that reproduces the observed center-to-limb variation of continuum ratios between the solar quiet and umbral photosphere. This model atmosphere is displayed in Figure la , showing that it is ~ 1000 K cooler than the HSRA in the line-forming regions and has a considerably flatter T(t) there. The computed flux profile of 28468 from the spot region alone is shown in Figure  lb . This profile has enhanced wings compared with those from the HSRA because of both the Zeeman effect from the imposed 2000 G magnetic field and the increased population of neutral iron due to the lowered temperature. The flat bottom results from the relatively flat T(t) in the spot atmosphere. We construct an "observed" spotted star profile (model SG0) by assuming that this atmosphere covers 30% of the surface uniformly with a field strength of 2000 G, while a quiet HSRA atmosphere with no field covers the remaining surface. This is analogous to our treatment of flux tubes.
To match this two-component profile for the 27748 line in the G star with a one-component quiet model requires a slight increase in the iron abundance and the turbulent velocity must be increased to 2.3 km s _ 1 . Of great importance is the fact that the calculated continuum flux from the spot is only 26% ofthat from the quiet atmosphere. This of course diminishes the contribution of the spot profile to the final disk-integrated profile, resulting in a "weight" that is considerably less than the 30% covering factor might imply. The best fit of the one-component 28468 profiles is model SG4 which yields magnetic field values of 2500 G and/ = 12% (cf. Table 2), the latter being less than a half of the "true" value. We checked whether an iteration using the derived field values back in the 27748 line was necessary, given the large field strength and the fact this line is not a zero-g line. The magnetic field does add to the strength of this line requiring the abundance to be reduced to 3.8 from 4.55, and a slight reduction in the turbulence to 2.25 km s _1 . The No. 2, 1990 magnetic solution was hardly changed by this, however, mainly by reducing the filling factor from 12% to 9%. The results in Table 2 are without such an iteration. We conclude, therefore, that if a G dwarf were heavily spotted, a simple Zeeman analysis of A8468 using the HSRA would strongly underestimate the filling factor of the magnetic fields. We note that the profile fits we obtained with the simple HSRA atmosphere were generally poor, so one might have suspected that something was wrong. Correcting the core contrast of the observation by a scaling solution left an even lower filling factor and a field too low by a factor of 2 (model SGs in Table 2 ). The odd behavior of the filling factor and field strength for this case results from the fact that the null field case was actually already broader than the two-component profile. This is because the shallow spot profile pulls the line wings up slightly more than the magnetic field broadens them in the two-component case. Thus extremely low filling factors are favored in the one-component analysis, and the good fit at 2500 G is largely a result of the desirable weakening of the core due to the o components having moved out of it. A similar analysis (using cruder models) was carried out by and Sun et al. (1987) .
We repeated the analysis for an early K star (model SKO). In the absence of a reliable K dwarf spot atmosphere, we scaled the Maltby et al. sunspot atmosphere. The simple-minded scaling was done by noting the difference between the sunspot and HSRA atmospheres as a function of t 5000 . In particular, the spot temperatures and the mass column densities (m) were each lower by some factor, (typically ~2). We applied these multiplicative corrections to the K dwarf quiet atmosphere to generate T(m) for this mock K dwarf spot atmosphere. Obviously this spot model is extremely approximate, as it includes no information about true K dwarf spots; however, the intent here is only to estimate the errors incurred by a Zeeman analysis that is ignorant of a spotlike atmospheric component. We used this spot T(m) to generate self-consistent pressures and electron pressures as a function of depth.
An identical Zeeman analysis was carried out. The resulting deduced magnetic parameters for the one-component model were 2500 G and /= 9%, quite analogous to the results from the G star. In this case, the scaling solution found the correct field strength but the filling factor remains quite low. These results are tabulated in Table 2 . Most of the comments about the G star apply here too, so we conclude that if magnetic fields arise predominantly from dark spots on active stars, the filling factors deduced for them in a one-component analysis are more likely to be too low than too high.
IV. OTHER SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS a) Magnetic Field Gradients
In the previous section we explored the effect of modeling a two-component atmosphere as a single component atmosphere. We did this by constructing mock observations with various two-component models and then analyzing them as if they had arisen from a one-component model. In a similar manner we can explore the effects of modeling a depthdependent magnetic field as a uniform field. Once again we synthesize an "observation," this time from a model with a nonuniform magnetic field and then analyze it as if it had arisen from a uniform field.
For the nonuniform field model we assume that the ratio of the internal gas pressure to the magnetic pressure, ß = (SnPgJ/B 2 , is constant throughout the atmosphere. The magnetic field is thus proportional to the square root of the external gas pressure, B 2 = SnP g e /(l + ß). The field is equivalently proportional to the mass column density, since we are assuming a constant gravity throughout the line formation region. Spruit and Zweibel (1979) find that solar flux concentrations with /? < 1.8 are stable against convective collapse, assuming that ß is constant. We are primarily interested in the effects of a significant magnetic field gradient across the region of line formation, so we do not adjust the internal tube opacities as required for full self-consistency. For this experiment, the exact functional form of the field is relatively unimportant. Note that has presented some observational evidence that stellar fields scale with stellar pressures.
We elect to study a K2 star, using the HSRA scaled as before with an assumed v sin i of 1.0 km s -1 and a turbulent velocity of 3.0 km s " 1 (model CO). Additional parameters are listed in Table 3 . We chose ß = 0.8, well within the stable regime. With this value, the magnetic field is 154 G at line optical depth unity and 1458 G at continuum optical depth unity, both calculated at 28468. Note particularly that the filling factor is set to 100%. We have suppressed the contribution of the nonmagnetic atmosphere to isolate the response of the final flux profile to the changes in the structure of the magnetic field. We then computed a series of uniform field models, denoted Cl through C4, whose properties are listed in Table 3 . These models are identical to model CO, except that the field is assumed to be uniform throughout the atmosphere with only the magnitude of the field varying from model to model. The iron abundance is fixed since changing the structure of the magnetic field has very little effect on the magnetically insensitive 27748 line used to derive abundance.
We can compare the flux profiles generated from these models to those generated from model CO. Model C3, the 785 G constant field model, most closely matches the profile from model CO. The models with fields a few hundred Gauss smaller or larger have rms residuals almost 3 times larger. Although model C3 agrees with model CO best overall, there is still a small systematic discrepancy between the two profiles in the line wings. In fact, model C4, the 1000 G constant field model, yields a slightly better match than model C3 in the outer wings. This is reasonable since they are formed where the magnetic field is greater than 1000 G in model CO. On the other hand, the magnetic field in model CO at the depth of core formation is one-tenth as large, leading to a much poorer core fit in the high field strength uniform model. It is reasonable that the best overall match is given by a uniform field model of intermediate strength.
Further insight into the factors that determine the optimum uniform field strength is gained by examining the optical depth at which the nonuniform field in model CO equals the best fitting uniform field. The magnetic field in model CO equals 785 G at a continuum optical depth of 0.10 at ¿8468 where the line-center optical depth is 100. As expected, the magnetic field in the best fitting uniform field model is representative of the field where the intermediate line wings are formed.
b) Errors in Stellar Temperature
Usually the spectral type of a star is determined from a low dispersion spectrum, on the basis of the appearance of the absorption lines. The effective temperature can be obtained from the spectral type, or from broad-band colors using an empirical relation determined from stars of known angular diameters. Even the best of these relations is uncertain by 200 K, and there is a paucity of direct determinations for late-type dwarfs (see Böhm-Vitense 1981) . A number of investigators (including ourselves) have reported kiloGauss field covering large fractions of the surfaces of active stars. In principle, the presence of such a strong pervasive magnetic field could change the structure of the atmosphere directly (as our flux tube models demonstrate) and perhaps also by changing the efficiency of convective energy transport. In this section we explore this possibility and discuss to what extent errors in the assumed effective temperature are reflected in the derived magnetic field and filling factors.
In a sample of stars with spectral types based on line spectra, for example, one might expect the active stars to have generally weaker neutral lines because of flux tube heating. Such stars might be classified as slightly earlier in spectral type than they " really " are which could make them too red for their spectral type (presuming the continuum is not perturbed). Alternatively, if flux tube continua are really hotter and brighter than quiet atmospheres (due to tube evacuation) and this effect is not compensated for in the surrounding atmosphere, one might end up with stars that were too blue for their line spectral type. Moreover, active stars are generally younger and therefore could be more metal rich on average, leading to a systematic discrepancy between the colors, spectral types, and true effective temperatures of active and inactive stars. The issue of relevance is whether one might select the wrong stellar model for use in the Zeeman analysis, based on a systematic effect in either the color or the line spectral type, and what effect this would have on the derived field.
As an observational test, we compare the observed colors of active and inactive stars of a given spectral type. The effect we are searching for is subtle compared to the variations of color with spectral type. In Figure 3 we plot the spectral type versus B-V color of stars from Soderblom's (1986) sample, on which he has been careful to note the sources of the spectral types. Active stars (those with Rh K >2 x 10 _5 ) are denoted by a box and inactive stars by a plus. A quadratic least-squares fit to each of the samples is also plotted: the solid line for the inac-0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 B-V Fig. 3 .-A test for activity-related differences between the colors and spectral types of active and inactive main-sequence stars. Active stars (with normalized K-line emission larger than a specified amount) are shown as plusses, and inactive stars as boxes. The ordinate is a linear representation of spectral class, with uniformly spaced subclasses. Data were taken from Soderblom (1986) . The solid and dashed lines are quadratic fits to the inactive and active samples, respectively; we consider them to be substantially the same with a possible departure at the red end which would need better statistics to confirm.
five stars and the dashed line for the active sample. We see that for stars earlier than spectral type G5, there is no systematic difference in the behavior of the two samples. There is a slight divergence of the two fits at later spectral types (of questionable significance) in the sense that active stars tend to be bluer than their inactive counterparts of the same spectral type. If real, it would mean that active stars will be assigned marginally higher effective temperatures based on their color than they would be if spectral type were the temperature diagnostic. Note, however, that the fit through the late-type active stars is strongly affected by two late K active stars. A larger sample of cool active stars is required to confirm this result.
Notice the large spread in color for a given spectral type in both the active and inactive samples, and the spread in spectral types at a given color. Spectral types are probably not accurate as temperature indicators for these stars to better than a couple of subclasses. We also considered subsamples of the stars eliminating all spectroscopic binaries and high velocity (lower metallicity) cases; this had no discernable effect on the result. We conclude there is no strong observational case for the proposition that active stars are systematically misclassified, at least by more than a subclass or two. A more careful study could be carried out by using the colors as the temperature discriminant and examining the line spectra carefully for activity effects at a given color. We estimated the color perturbation from a filling factor of 30% of model A on a K star using a crude LTE plus scattering code to calculate the continuum spectral distribution (ignoring line blanketing). This indicated that the color changes would have been barely detectable in our observational test.
For the remainder of this section we explore the effect of a presumed error in the effective temperature by modeling an atmosphere of a given effective temperature using another hotter or cooler atmosphere. The aim is to assess to what extent such errors could affect the determinations of stellar magnetic fields and their filling factors. We begin by constructing a K2 main-sequence dwarf (model DO) with a uniform No. 2, 1990 1000 G field covering 30% of its surface (here we are assuming the magnetic and nonmagnetic atmospheres are the same). The parameters for this and subsequent cases discussed in this section are given in Table 3 . We analyze the "observed" flux profile generated from model DO by assuming it arises not from a K2 star but from a K0 star (models D1-D5). The line depth of the magnetically insensitive line A7748 is too shallow in these models compared with model DO because the population of neutral iron is decreased due to increased ionization. Following our normal procedure for determining the magnetic field (Papers I and II), we conclude that the iron abundance in our K0 model is too low and adjust it upwards until we have reproduced the profile of the A7748 line from the K2 model. An adjustment in the turbulence was not required.
We derive a magnetic field from the K2 " observed " profile, using the K0 model. The optimum filling factors are found for each model, in which the field strength has been varied. The best match is obtained for model D3, which has a 1000 G field covering 36% of the star's surface. In this case, an error of 230 K in effective temperature did not affect the derived field strength and produced only a slight overestimate of the filling factor. The fit is remarkably good, so discrepancies could only be detected in extremely high signal-to-noise spectra.
We can repeat this test, constructing a new " observation " from a K0 star (model E0), which is similar to model DO except that the effective temperature is higher. This time we analyze the synthetic profile assuming we thought it was really a cooler K2 star. To match the A7748 profile, we must decrease the iron abundance (see Table 3 ). The resulting low-metallicity K2 models are called El through E5. The best-fit model from these requires a field of 1000 G covering 33% of the star, which is essentially correct. In both cases the error in effective temperature is balanced by a change in inferred iron abundance, and the resulting field and filling factor are unaffected. Here the lower field case E2 fits almost as well, but with an unreasonably large filling factor. For all the tests discussed above, the zero field case is clearly eliminated as a possibility. It appears from these tests that some spectral misclassification can be tolerated without substantially affecting the derived magnetic field parameters.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have performed several important tests of likely systematic effects in the analysis of Zeeman broadening on cool stars. These extend the physical realism considered to examine some of the most crucial assumptions made in previous work. In particular, we have considered the effects of different atmospheric structure inside and outside of magnetic regions. We have also examined the effects of field gradients within flux tubes and of errors in the assumed spectral type of a star.
In the case of the flux tube models, we found that model B (based on the Walton solar model) was too extreme to be an actual representation of stellar flux tubes covering a major fraction of the stellar surface. Although derived carefully from observed line weakenings in solar active regions and extended through the temperature minimum with a detailed analysis of the K-line wings, this model would yield anomalous photospheric spectra if the filling factors were as large (~30%) as deduced for active stars. Such spectra are not observed. The systematic error that a one-component treatment incurs if the star actually had such flux tubes leads to field strengths that are overestimates, while the filling factors are underestimated. The iron abundance required to obtain fits was less than half of the given value, which would likely lead to glaring inconsistencies in the stellar spectrum as a whole (such as in the curve of growth). We conclude that real stellar flux tubes or associated active regions do not closely resemble model B since such difficulties do not arise in practice.
The results using model A (based on the Solanki model) were more informative. The one-component analysis was able to fit the two-component profile adequately with reasonable changes in the derived stellar abundance or velocities. Of course, this means that a standard analysis attempting to derive these quantities would be subject to systematic error because of the dual atmospheric structures. The Zeeman analysis itself was also subject to systematic error, in the sense that the field strength for the best-fit case was a little high and the filling factor was a little low in the G2 star, with opposite behavior in the K2 star. This serves as a warning against simplistic arguments involving only the continuum contrast between magnetic and nonmagnetic regions-the details of the physical situation and line transfer can be more important. The filling factor for the K star was substantially overestimated, although B(f) 1/2 was nearly right. It is generally the case that the errors in products of the inferred field strength and filling factor were less than in the values of these parameters themselves.
We also examined solutions in which the core intensity of the two-component profile was arbitrarily scaled to match the one-component profile, which is similar to, though less serious than, taking the line strength as an arbitrary parameter. This (not surprisingly) allows better fits but did not lead to a marked improvement in the derived magnetic parameters in most cases. We note that the actual discrepancies between the two-component profiles and the best-fit one-component analogs were often rather small; observations should have S/N of more than 200 if they are to be measured reliably. This means that the systematic errors incurred by ignoring the multicomponent nature of real stellar atmospheres can be rather insidious.
The spot model had a somewhat different behavior. Here the field strength (which was assumed to be substantially larger than in the flux tube models) was the dominant broadening mechanism, and the one-component analysis was able to detect that it was large in both the G and K stars. The filling factor, on the other hand, was seriously underestimated by the one-component analysis. This is because the spots are dark in reality but are assumed to be as bright as the quiet atmosphere by a one-component model. They therefore receive undue weight in the computed one-component profile, and one needs a smaller fraction of the surface to be magnetic in order to match the actual profile (here the simple prediction is borne out).
Our results are cause for both pessimism and optimism. On the negative side, we find that the derived magnetic flux could be in error by a factor of 2 when one-component atmospheres are used to analyze what are really multicomponent atmospheres, if the field arises primarily in dark spots. This is despite the fact that we use physical stellar atmospheres and allow for the depth dependence of relevant variables. Using flux tube models based on the current (incomplete) understanding of solar flux tubes, we find important effects in the line profiles when a significant fraction of the stellar surface is covered by such tubes. As with spots, these lead to misestimates of the abundance and turbulence at the stellar surface, as well as of the magnetic field, which for cases in this BASRI, MARCY, AND VALENTI Vol. 360 660 paper led to errors in the derived magnetic flux up to 25%. Both the sign and magnitude of the discrepancies seem to depend on the details of the specific case and spectral type, an unfortunate characteristic which makes difficult a systematic estimation of the actual errors in real measurements. One must also keep in mind that our flux tubes models bear an unknown relation to actual stellar flux tubes.
On the positive side, our previous observational work suggests that the effects of stellar flux tubes are actually smaller than suggested by these computations. We should have had greater difficulty in fitting both diagnostic lines in Paper II if the stars were really covered by flux tubes as modeled here with the derived filling factors. Although the rms profile residuals were acceptable for all the models tried here, there were noticeable difficulties with the line cores. There were only two cases in Paper II where any such discrepancy showed up; both were confined to small anomalies in the core of the line and could be due to noise in the data. Furthermore, both observed core discrepancies occurred on stars with only modest fields. The stars with the largest magnetic fields, in fact, were easily and cleanly fitted with the one-component analysis.
One possibility is that when a major fraction of the star is covered by flux tubes, the difference between the tube exterior and interior atmospheres is somehow reduced. This is reminiscent of the lack of continuum contrast between the quiet and active Sun; within a few kilometers on the solar surface the photospheric continuum manages to attain the same average appearance despite the presence of flux tubes. Of course, this is not true in the solar line cores, but we are suggesting it may become more true in stellar line cores given the more extreme filling factors found on active stars (possibly with some help from the fact that inferred metallicities may also be affected by activity). In this regard, Basri, Wilcots, and Stout (1989) also offer support for the proposition that the absorption-line spectrum is not dramatically altered even on very active stars.
An alternate explanation which must be considered is that although the magnetic and nonmagnetic atmospheres might be quite different, their averaged profile could end up looking similar even with rather different filling factors. A precedent for this can be found in the solar Lya line, in which the spatially averaged profile closely resembles the spatially resolved median intensity profile. This is true even though the spatial average contains a combination of profiles, some of which are much broader and brighter while others are narrower and fainter than the median profile (Basri et al 1979) . Indeed, the success of one-component solar models for an obviously multicomponent object raises the same question. An analysis including lines of very different strengths and temperature sensitivities might be able to address that possibility.
Another positive aspect of our results is that the derived magnetic flux is less affected by the multicomponent effects than either the field strength or filling factor by themselves. This general property of Zeeman broadening analyses arises because increasing the field strength or increasing the filling factor of a given field strength will both increase the line broadening. It lends more credence to studies of the variation of the magnetic flux with other stellar quantities than studies of the individual parameters. We saw empirical evidence that B(/) 1/2 might be even less sensitive to systematic errors. Even the field strength and filling factors individually are not grossly misestimated in most cases, and when they are the profiles provide evidence that something is wrong through difficulties in obtaining the correct depth at line center. Thus it seems inescapable that magnetic fields are legitimately detected on active stars and that the qualitative behavior found for the magnetic flux can be believed.
It is clear that in order to do a precise Zeeman analysis on cool stars, one must consider in detail as much of the relevant physics as possible. This includes a full multicomponent atmospheric analysis with physical radiative transfer; any approximation to this introduces essentially unknown systematic errors which compromise the precision of the measurement. On the other hand, since we do not have an understanding of what the multicomponent atmospheres of stars actually look like, even a full analysis is also subject to unknown systematic errors. At the very least, many more lines should be brought into the analysis to constrain the systematic effects. These should include lines formed with a range of excitation potentials so that a weighting of hotter magnetic elements (for example) could be noticed. A suggestion of such an observation has already been reported by Mathys and Solanki (1989) . The ideal instrument for doing this is a full-frame echelle with a resolution of 100,000 or better, operated with a S/N of several hundred. Of course, the analysis becomes significantly more complex, involving the modeling of many lines selfconsistently.
Another strategy for reducing the systematic errors is to make high-resolution low-noise observations in the near infrared ( ~ 2 fim\ where the Zeeman splitting is sufficiently large to resolve the Zeeman components directly rather than relying on line broadening. Such observations have been attempted by Saar and Linsky (1985) , for example, but current instrumentation is barely suited to the task. This permits a much less ambiguous determination of the field strength, allowing better estimation of the filling factor. The analysis is much simpler and the problem becomes a largely instrumental one. With the advent of infrared arrays, it should only be a matter of time before an appropriate high-resolution spectrograph (R = 30000 or more) with enough speed to sample many stars becomes available. In the end, coupled with a physical profile analysis, this will be the most successful technique for measuring magnetic fields on cool stars.
